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Date: 
November 1, 1960. 

Dear Dr. Humphrey, k 

The experience �f Snider a isbon about the financial 
situation of SCOR, which is laid down in his letters to you, Roger and 
George, is a similar one as I made during my stay at Lisbon and during 
the previous years. We have always the same situation that SCOR as a 
body of ICSU, created by ICSU, is asked to work for this institution 
but is badly hampered by the shortage of money. This problem is not 
only a financial one but the constitution of SCOR (influence of the 
National Committees) plays there a great r�le, too. It seems to me that 
there are some inconsequences in the whole body. 
1.) The nucleus of SCOR is composed by ICSU and the Unions. 

execution of 
care of its 
the nations, as 

They want that SCOR should render services to them (e.g. 
the Indian Ocean Expedition). Therefore they should take 
finances. Instead, ICSU wants to have qont

1

rib·utions f1•om 
the Unions have only very small resources of their own. 
2.) The new trend for the Working Groups is that they 
sl1ould be composed of national representatives. Thus the nations should

look for the money for these Groups. 
3.) Furthermore the nations (academies) would be asked to 
pay more money, when they want to have more power as official members 
of SCOR with the right to vote. By the way, this procedure would Bnlarge 
the number of SCOR-members to at present 36! (18 SCOR+ 18 National 
Committees). 
4.) If the National Committees want to attend any SCOR 
meeting with more than the official representative, they have to come 
up for these costs, too. 

In other words, if we follow this line, the nations, 
according to the wishes of ICSU, would have to pay for the whole SCOR. 
And when the IOC will have been atablished, the nations will have to 
bear the burden of the IOC contributions, too� in the future. 

It seems to me that ICSU is asking too much from the 
nations, and is apparently not in the position to take over its own 
full share in the financial support of SCOR. 

If our financial situation would not be so bad, as it 
is at present, I should like to propose a meeting of the Executive 
Committee of SCOR after the General Assembly of UNESCO and before the 
first meeting of roe in order to discuss these questions and to have a 
reasonable plan to be presented to the IOC. 

I should like to have your comments on this. Perhaps 
you could give me your ideas in a better English than I can and I shall 
make it known to the Executive Committee for consideration, together 
with the results of Lisbon, which I may get any time now. 

Your .sincerely, 
J 

___, '�/�"'r--

(Dr. G. Bol1necke) 
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Dear Dr. Humphrey, 

l 

(SCOR) 

<9 ll • t.4tS Bernhard-Nocht-Strasse 78 
Hamburg 4 
Germany 

Secretary: Dr. Gunther Bohnecke 

D�e: December 7, 1960. 

In addition to my Iette� of November 29, which was 
written in a haste, because I had to leave for 2 other Germ�n meetings 
on oceanography, I should like to inform you more exactly about Lisbon, 
especially the financial problems of SCOR as far as ICSU is conce�ned. 

I am able to do so, because today I received from 
Fraser the papers of this ICSU Executive Board meeting, a thermofax copy 
of which is enclosed. 

· Extract 1 shows that a closer cooperation between ICSU 
and UNESCO may taie place in the future. A similar resolution was carried 
a, t the UNESCO meeting in Paris. ./4 -- �� .. """' M .---" - \ ........... 

Extract 2 gives an idea about the objectives and financi� 
of ICSU (Annex B). It seems that the most important paragraph is No.2, 
where ICSU ia described as a coordinating body for international unions 
in many disciplines. It is a contradiction that ICSU on the one hand 
assumes the responsibility for inaugurating research projects and on the 
other hand will be unable to finance such projects, or at least the costs 
for the meetings. On page 2 under SPECIAL COMMITTEES you may read that 
these should be self-supporting, but nothing is said where the money 
should come from. At the end the GovernmP.nts will have to pay the bill 
(via Academies, Research Councils, ••• )This idea is the point where our 
present situation comes from, because the nations or states do not want 
to pay several times for the Rame thing, as I mentioned earlier. 

Extract 3 is self-explanatory. 
Extract 4 repeats mainly the contents of Herbays' lette 

dated November 9, which you got together with the advance copy of the 
Helsinki report. 

I am afraid that your reply to my letter of November 2� 
and this letter will cross. Therefore I shall take no action without 
having yo11r response to this letter. 

It is to be regretted that the general attitude of ICSt 
in connection with the question of financing the Special Committees was 
not made known earlier than now, when I got the papers of the Lisbon 
meeting. During the past 3 years the only thing I heard about this 
question was from Herbays, who urged continuously to ask for national 
contnibutions. Therefore it seems to me important to decide whether we 
should follow the line Revelle, Deacon and I proposed at the Paris meet:ing 
of UNESCO Da.mely to renounce the ICSU support - that would mean that 



SCOR becomes more and more an adherent of IOC-UNESCO - or insist 
on the responsibility of ICSU for SCOR's finances, at least for 
the 6 ICSU members and the secretariat. By the way, I hope to be 
able to cut down the costs for the secretariat in so far as it 
might happen that after my retirement from the D.K.I. (January 1, 
1961 ) I can get rooms at a very low priceo At the beginning of 
1961 I hope to have this clear as well as the question of my 
honorari11m, which might be reduced, too. 

Yours sincerely, 
\ -

(Dr. G. Bohnecke) 



The Seeretaey-, 
Spec,·a1 Committee on 0J&f,,nffc Researen,Bar!hhard-llocht--Striasse 78,

UR 4 

Dear Dr Bohnecke, 

'l.'ba,nk you f'or y:our letter or uovember 29 with the 
firu-ineial cal.enlations.

I agree witb. �ou, Dea.eon, and Revelle that e cannotaceept loans .from ICSIJ.. It seems to me, however, from the tone of Herba¥•s letter 0.f' ovember 9 to you, that wehave little chance of ett1ng a grant o I enclose a draft of' a letter to the Secretary--General so that you ea.n giv-eme a,rour comments. I also enclose a copy of a letter Ihave sent to Herbqa 8$k:ing that he should approach themat.ii ,naJ Coumtittees. I tb,j.nk_ b.e will get about $'.l0-1:5,000,not he "laz-ge nationaJ'. eontributions" he mentioned in bislet.""'li"!"""r to you. 

It seems a good lldea to have the meeting in ind:i 
a'bou the time of the UNESCO lntema.tioooJ Advisor., Com
mitt e f'or Natura.I Seienoes, but I am not sure that we 
should om,it bav:ing a .full SCOR meeting. I:f w:e have 
plenty of' money perhaps we should have tb.e Cull meeting. 
If however• wo can spend it al l on good meetings of 
work:lne scientists� so much the better .. ile can d.iacu.se 
this at the F.k:ecutive 14eeti.ng in Paris. 

lb.at we.re the eel:i.ngs of aeon and Revelle about 
such au ,�ecu�ive !leet!ng? It could be very soon (e.g. 
JaDllA])'" or F-ehma.ey) so that we can have a proper di&
cu.ssion with UNF,._J""O long bef'ore any IOC meeting or we 
coul ilal.t until ,just ba.f'ore an,- l:00 meeting (? i/Ja.rcb
June) when all or most or- the Ex:eeu.tive wouJ.d probably be 
in Paris. 

Encl. 
Draft 

• You.rs sincerelq,

opy etter to Herba:ys 

( .F. HUltilPHl�Y) 
President -of S OR� 
111 •a a IS I . 

•
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?reao11rer 
,Vt�i'&ft� 1orJal -uncil o 

ord.e· � 6; 

COPY TO DR BOrili�CKE 
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Dear Dr. Humphrey, 

2. 

Bernhard-Nor-Strasse
Ham g 4 

�..::::::----

Germany 
Oceanogr�t\l

tary : Dr. Gunther Bohnecke

Date:December 19, 1960. 

Thank you very much for your letters of Dec,ember 9 
and 13. According to the experiences we made since Lisbon it seems 
to me that twoilems should be considered before the first IOC meeting: 
the conftltution of SCOR and the finances. Both are closely linked. 
Revelle and Deacon are not very much in favour of these discussions, 
as I learnt in Paris, but I agree with you that we should have a 
meeting of SCOR's Executive Committee for this punpose. Therefore I 
would propose that you add to your draft of the letter to Herlofson 
1 paragraph, in which you propose such a meeting in Paris before the 
IOC conference. I agree completely with the rest of the contents of 
this draft. 

Besides that I propose that I write a letter to 
Colonel Herbays in reply to his letter of November 9 addressed to me. 
The traft of this reply is attached hereto, a copy of which should be 
sent to Herlofson, Fraser, MacLennan, Laclav�re, Revelle and Deacon. 
Please let me have your comments on this draft. I shall not mail the 
letter until I have received the information that you have dispatched 
your letter to Herlofson. 

IIaving done this, there is no need for further 
action at present. We have to wait for the replies to our letters 
from ICSU and the decision of UNESCO about the financial support for 
SCOR. Therefore I should like to propose that you do nothing about 
the question you touched upon in paragraph 5 of yo11r letter of 
November 9. 

With my best personal wishes for Christmas and the 
!few Year. 

Yours sincerely, 

\ _. 

(Dr. G. Bohnecke) 



Col. __..;E. Herbays
Treasurer of ICSU 
7, Place Emile Danco 

Brussels 18, Belgium 
--------------------

Dear Colonel Herbays, 

• 

D R A F T 

December 19, 1960. 

Your letter of llovember 9 raised one question
which seems not only of importance to me but also to Dr. Humphrey, 
Dr. Revelle and Dr. Deacon, that is the majority of the Executive 
Committee of SCOR. Correspondence with Humphrey and discussions 
with Revelle and Deacon in Paris during the General Assembly of 
UNESCO led us to the following statements: 
1.) We feel that ICSU as the creator of SCOR has 
some responsibility for this Committee. Besides that ICSU is re
presented in SCOR by 6 members and should therefore at least bear 

. the costs (travelling expenses and per diems) for the meetings 
for these members and for thenaintenance of the secretariat. This 
responsibility is expressed ·to a certain degree on page 29 of the

ICSU Yearbook 1960 (see: special fund). 
2.) The omher members of SCOR are nominated by the 
unions, a fact which could mean that the unions should take care 
of this. However, we know that the unions are supported by ICSU 
and have nearly no sources of their own. 
3.) SCOR has (for the time being) 18 National 
Committees, which have mainly to pay for themselves. (A list of 
their addresses is enclosed). 
4.) These nations which are interested in the 
Indian Ocean, W·ere and are asked to pay contributions (via 
Governments, Academies, Research Councils, etc ••• ) to a number of 
organizations as rcsu, the Unions, etc. and now since 3 years to 
SCOR, too. 

From my discussions with the representatives 
of the National Committees during the last years I had to learn 
that a number of nations or Academies are not fond of this proce
dure. I had the feeling that some of them would prefer to give one 
larger sum to ICSU instead of paying a lot of smaller contributions 
to various organizations for similar purposes. 
5.) Considering the present situation of SCOR on 
behalf of the Indian Ocean program, which seems to become very 
,successful, it is dangeroas and impossible to reduce the activity 
of SCOR as it was suggested in Lisbon. Such a procedure would 
hamper badly the I0E project. 
6.) Therefore I should like to propose: 

a.) that ICSU should consider a grant to SCOR instea,d of a loan, 
because we are not sure whether or not we can reimburse the 
loan and if, when. 

b.) that you will be good enough, according to your pnoposal in 
your letter, to write to the National Committees of SCOR for 
larger contributions. 

c.) that the question of financing SCOR which is closely linked 
with its constitution, should be discussed in general between 
!CSU and the Executive Board of SCOR in early 1961 before
I0C meets.

Yo1;rs si9-cere;ty, 

;4- !

(Dr.G. Bohnecke) 

•
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Pre.ride 51R RUDOLPH PETERS, Cambridge 

Treasurer: CoL. E. HERBAYS, Brussels 

Secretary General: DR. N. HERLOFSON, Stockholm 

rk 

Dear Dro Humphrey, 

Administrative Secretariat: 

Paleis Noordeinde 

THE HAGUE 

Netherlands 

Stockholm, January 8, 1961 

Dr. G.Fo Humphrey, 
President of SCOR, 
C/- CoS.I.R.Oo Marine Laboratory, 
Box 21, 

Cronulla, 
Sydney, 
Australia 

I acknowledge with thanks your letter Ref. 033.425 with the request 
that ICSU should give serious and favourable consideration to making its 
annual grant to SCOR a contribution and not a loan. 

Your communication will be consi� by the ICSU Bureau, which is 
due to meet on January 18-21, 1961, � can be expected to give full 
consideration to this important matter. 

At the same time I have noted the possibility mentioned by you, of 
direct consultation with SCOR in Europe during the first half of 1961. 

With kind regards, 
Yours sincerely, 

I"\ 

)1 ' qt \,LJO')c!s 
N. Herlofs�









Prof. Dr. N. He lofson, 
Secretary General o� ICSU, 
Royal Institut� of Technology, 
Department of E1eetronics, 

Stockholm 70 / Sweden 
---------------➔------

Dear Professor Herlofson, 

.:. .
. 

.. 

Iviarch 15, 1961. 

Referring to a letter from MacLennan dated 
March 13, which is the last one in the series of other letters between 
Miyake, IAEA and the ICSU Secretariat, it seems to me that we should 
now come to a r·nal d�cision on behalf of the participation of some 
SCOR orking Group members in the IAEA Panel Meeting on Methods of 
Monitoring Radioactive fast Disposal into the Sea, April 17 to 22, 61. 

According to a letter from Fraser, dated June 9, 
1960, about the visit of Professor Herlofson and Dr. Fraser to Vienna, 
May 26/27, 60, ·t was foreseen t that ICSU and IAEA might conclude a 
technical reseanch contract 11 to study and evaluate analytical proce
dures in the determination of radioactive content of sea1v1ate:r;-''. I do
not know whethe · this contract "vra.s concluded in the meantime, but 
following a str g recommP.ndation of Fraser in the same letter we post
poned the Radio ctive 1f orkin.g Group's I�eeting, originally planned for 
Helsinki, until the Vienna Meeting. 

Having the idea of a cooperation between 
IAEA and SCOR i mind it was recommended that Miyake should re-organize 
his Working Gro p. This was done in the meantime. The list of the pro
posed members is attached hereto. 

Another letter from rliyake, February 20, shot1s
hat IAE.A is 1111ling to invite Nikolajev, Hariey, Lal and Miyake at the 
xpenses of the Agency and to offer the facility for the orking Group 

·1 eting on April 21 or 22. Besides that liiyake proposed t·o invite the
other members o� this Working Group to a SCOR Meeting at the same time 
to save money. Tiyake's estimate about the costs is approximately 
$ 3300 for trave ling expenses plus ,318each for two days. 

The Agenda for this Meeting is a very compre
hensive one. The problem to be discussed is very important not nnly for
s OR but for all people. If SCOR shall play the�le of a scientific 
adviser to IOC -a.ou.d UNESCO on behalf of Oceanography it would be im
portant, too, t .t the members of the SCOR Working Group on Radioactivi
ty would be info me-d about all events in this field. 

Having this in mind I should like to propose 
that the �um needed for this Meeting should be granted by ICSU, because 
�t present ie hawe no other fttnds available. 

Your early decision would be welcome, because 
he time is very short and the members of the \1. G. should b informed 

about the date, lace and the Agenda. 
Yours sincerely, 

(Dr. G. Bohnecke) 

Oopu to Col. Herbays, Mr. Maohennan, Prof. Miyake, Dr. Hwnphrey. 



Conseil International des Unions Scienti.fiques -International Council of Scientific Unions 

PresidCi · �UDOLPH PETERS, Cambridge
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Secretary Gene,·al: DR. N. HERLOFSON, Stockholm 

Dr. G.F. Humphrey, President of SCOR,
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Dr. G. Bohnecke, Secretary of SCOR,
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Dea __ r Collea .. gues, 

( 

Administrative Secretariat: 

Paleis Noordeinde 

THE HAGUE 

Netherlands 

March 18th, 1961. 

While acquainting myself with the financial questions of SCOR, I had 
occasion to return once more to the corresponding mode of finance for the 
Organisation of the International Geophysical·Year. I found the summary 
in ICSU Review, Vol. 1, page 25 (1959) quite interesting as showing the 

-� various sources of money· as tl1e enterprise progressed.

For the convenience of Dr. Humphrey I enclose the relevant page�: I 
presume that Dr. Bohnecke may have ready access to the ICSU Review. 

It is not my intention to intrude on the ICSU Treasurer's field of 
work, but I felt that I should communicate these sources of information 
to you. 

With kind regards, 

Yours sir1cerely, 

A. ��
N. Herlofso . Secretary General ICSU • 

• 

• • 
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